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Abstract

A grid is a type of framework applied to an area in order to articulate information through coordinates and units. Nowadays, the
world we experience has become overwhelmed by digital displays. How can we perceive the different form of reality when
both experience and our perspective are shaped by digital
representation? What if our life continues in virtual topography
where I can see my GPS location, or in a rectangular camera
frame instead of on the spherical earth? I walk with my feet
touching the ground and I see the landscape around me, but
still, now, I navigate myself in Google Maps to arrive at a destination.
This mismatched experience of physicality and virtuality gives
rise to a moment I have come to focus on: a break in perception.

As my surroundings are represented upon the grid, the experience from it is then pixelated, which creates an alternative reality. This other form of reality is countable and simulatable since it
is established based on digital representation. The situation is
paradoxical because the reality is inheriting the very nature of
digital, thus losing physicality, but at the same time, is becoming more measurable. By adjusting to this paradox, it transforms
our perspective to see things that exist but are invisible or unseen
before.
Furthermore, the virtual physicality which is turning everything
explicit and quantifiable, countable, changes the way we sense
materials. With this newly attuned perspective, we can see the
particles of hope or possess a piece of the sea. The attempt to
bridge the gap between mismatched experience is done by integrating attributes of the grid, which are coordinates, units, and
frames into our perspective. In this way, our reality becomes a
hybrid experience — a mix of virtual and physical attributes.
I have explored a way to capture unseen or invisible things such
as hope or help, and visualize “reality” in relation to the system
of the grid. Specially, the moment of destabilization considered
as a gap in between my internal sense of body and the experienced world, was the center of the view. I often use a digital
camera, surveillance camera, and monitors to show collected and
transformed reality. And the frames of these devices have a visual
border of a distinction between reality and representation. While
the frame crops an object and defamiliarizes what we know, the
border allows us to compare the cropped object to the outside
of the border which is a reality.
Moreover, an encoded reality which is a partial digital representation of real life gives us a hybrid experience. The grid
executes decoded reality by means of a long exposure process,
Google Maps, and live broadcasting of surveillance camera.
Through my work, I offer viewers the possibility of constructing their
own strategy to decode the realm of the unseen in the contemporary digital era.
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Introduction

My work investigates the frame of media as it shapes the relation
of human perspective to the world in a digitized era. I argue that
the camera and monitor frame can shift our perspective based on
the mobility of devices. Compared to the organization of civilization
which also frames and arranges the world to construct society, the
border of a camera frame distinguishes the world within a viewfinder
from the outside. Civilization and the camera: both use frames as a
perspective which influences our perception. However, due to the
mobility of digital cameras or monitors we are able to see a physical border while it is moving. Different from the invisible frame of
civilization, the physicality of it allows us to shift the point of view
and also to compare a reality within it from outside. From this perspective, I refer to frame as cultural rules which affect the ways of
seeing. This criterion of the border embodies excision as our perspectives are trained to only focus on things within the frame. The
frame, which is displaying objects with pixel units, is not only resizing and capturing the object but also excluding the outside which
is the reality. Therefore, it is simultaneously revealing and hiding the
object from us. From this point of view, awareness of the border
allows us to see multiple viewpoints at once, which shifts our own
perspective.
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The border of the frame, inside and outside of it, and myself
viewing the world through this hierarchy: this is an attempt to
understand layers of reality. My goal is to synthesize myself with
society, by embodying the frame. This also stabilizes and constructs logic upon life, letting me accept it, even though life is
illogical.

In order to perceive the world, I had to learn cultural logics because raw materials from my physical senses did not match with
the social meaning of objects or environment. There were sudden breaks when the boundary between seen and unseen, raw
and culture field collapsed. The exterior reality of what is unseen
and my interior logic of seeing merged together and transformed
into indistinguishable, encoded reality. I was enamored by these
moments, even though they destabilized my perception.

I remember my first exam in elementary school. We all sat in
rows and because there was nothing blocking my friend’s test
sheet, I just copied what he wrote on it. I was punished harshly
but took a long time to understand that I should pretend there
were walls that I cannot see through. I had to see which was not
there and constrain my body within invisible limits.

Nowadays, monitors, broadcasted images, and the ways they
represent reality infiltrate my surroundings. Meanwhile, the
interior cultural logic, exterior experienced reality, and my inner
logic simultaneously interfere with what I see. Representation
via pixels on a monitor surface are often cropped in a square
shape or resized, broadcasting in real time or looping continuously. Pixelization of materiality, existing in a virtual depth of the
digital realm, transforms reality into particles. Our sense of time
and touch is manipulated. As the digitally processed reality projects on to the interior cultural logic, it establishes a new form
of space where our perception and reaction changes. We intuitively adapt encoded interaction, such as zooming in and out, or
talking to the video chat as if the device is the person, within the
new form space.

I also had to learn the opposite. In Korea, a traditional celebration for the ancestors happens during Thanksgiving. What confused me a lot was the part in which I had to hide myself. After
preparing food and setting up to bowed toward the old photos
of ancestors, which is mostly done by women, I had to hide in
another room and disappear from the area as the men bow and
pray because I was a woman. While hiding in the room with my
mother and aunts, we enjoyed the time chatting and resting,
but I never understood why I had to erase myself from the main
prayer ceremony. I had to pretend I was not there, even though
Iwas there.
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Similar to the experience where I had to erase my body from
the ceremony due to the internal principle of culture, digital
representation was not only reshaping my reality but also complicating my notion of physicality. From this perspective, using
a grid and camera as a decoder, I engaged with a methodology
that parsed the materiality of virtual depth.

Fig 1.

Chatting with my husband in a rectangular frame of a device,
or hearing my brother’s voice from the phone, I found that the
people I knew before thus slowly become square and invisible.
As I develop the sense to interpret virtual experience, it became
a new surprise when I physically would meet the people I know
through a digital environment in the real world. My husband was
way taller than I felt. He also was not a square shape.
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FaceTime View, Nov-10-2018
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Chapter 1-1

1-1 : Tree bark

When I was a child, I thought street trees and
street lights are the same. I believed that if I strip
the bark off a tree it will turn into a street light with
a smooth surface. While street lights were lighting up
the darkness of the night, street trees seemed to be
doing nothing, so I wanted to change trees near my
house into lights.
However, I stopped peeling the bark after I was
scolded severely by the park manager at the age
of six. Now I know that damaging street trees are
the same as damaging public goods. Taking tree
bark off will never turn trees into street lights.
Furthermore, just like street lights light up the dark
in the city during night time, street trees green up
the city during the daytime.
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Chapter 1-1

Many objects surrounding me started to create a
separate layer of definition from its original meaning. The layer normally overlaps the object, so it
was hard to tell how the object was functioning in
a different way than usual. But when it comes to
the moment of confusion, defamiliarization occurred,
and I realized I had two or more interpretations
layered on top of an object. Depending on the situation, I had to decide in what way to understand
the object. Sometimes I could intuitively react to
it, but sometimes it takes time to figure it out.

1-1 : Tree bark

I was able to understand this moment of confusion as I grew up. It was helpful to construct an
overall view of society, of what is right or wrong,
and how things function. As life experiences cultivate my perspective to socialize and civilize, the
way things operate and the distinction between
objects become clearer. But still, when I face a
certain moment that I am not used to, my senses
often fail to locate myself among the map of socialization.
For example, driving on the road, when the moon
and street lights have the same luminosity, sometimes I would misunderstand the moon as a street
light which would make me drive the wrong direction for a second. This is obviously dangerous.
The way society defined light was to direct people
to the right path while the light from the moon I
saw was lacking direction. Therefore, I was not only
confused between the indistinguishable light sources but also confused about direction. Light as
light. Light with designed signification.
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Chapter 1-2

1-2 : HOPE - HELP : long exposure process - Compressed

Before falling asleep in my bed, I could see moonlight coming through the window blinds. It was
thin, a thread of dimmed light with poor luminasity.
However, since I was aware of it, I was trying to
take a photo of the light.
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It was hard. At first, nothing appeared to the preview of my camera’s viewfinder. Just the dark. I
was confused. I was sure the camera could capture whatever I could see at least. There was this
confidence about this high-performing digital
device that could capture more than I can. After
several attempts, I was able to take a photo of the
lights, but only in a red color.
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The ‘Hope’ series started from this
perspective. Like the photo of the
light thread, I attempted to capture
concepts which are invisible, but
revolve around me.

Fig 2.

2011-09-26-01:32-AM

1-2 : HOPE - HELP : long exposure process - Compressed

The photo was taken under three to
five seconds of exposure. Still, I have no
idea why the color appeared as red.
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Chapter 1-2

Fig 3.

HOPE_HELP, Long-exposure processed photo, 2017
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Dimension, situation, and the environment which
‘Hope’ or ‘Help’ inhabited surround my everyday
life. These concepts can be understood or seen.
The understanding was possible by embodying
the concept through life, while the seeing was
achieved by a long exposure processed image.
Concepts like hope or help exist, scattered
into time or space. Digital images displayed on
pixels also straddle between a collection of quantified units when zoomed in, and a complete figure
when they are zoomed out. The pixel or
pixelization of the object was the bridge to
articulate these time-dependent concepts. Hope
and help: they could be seen in many ways; thus
a sense of time is necessary. The way time flows
is different between my body and the camera,
which establishes a clear, delayed view of the
lens from what I see. In the installation, a viewer
will encounter the pixelized video looping on the
monitor and find it is eventually losing legibility.
Meanwhile, the camera taking a photo with five
seconds of exposure will display the same
surface with clear text written on it.

1-2 : HOPE - HELP : long exposure process - Compressed

Chapter 1-2
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Fig 4.

Installation view

Fig 5.

Camera viewport detail

With an ambivalence between the time delay of
taking a photo and the volume of time captured
into an image, the audience can experience two
prolonged forms. These forms show moving
pixels on the one hand, and a condensed image
of text that is readable on the other. Exploring
the visibility of the concepts within the camera
frame established alternative perspectives, which
extend to reveal an invisible object. The question
then, is how time can also be stretched within a
frame.

1-2 : HOPE - HELP : long exposure process - Compressed

Chapter 1-2
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Chapter 1-3

1-3 : Slow Glow Lighter : Slow motion camera - Stretched

In contrast to the previous series of work, which is
about long exposure method, I used a slow-motion
camera to capture moments of flame coming out from
a match and a lighter.

22

Fig 6.
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4 seconds to 7 minutes, 5000/1, 2500 fps

Chapter 1-3

4 seconds to 7 minutes, 5000/1, 2500 fps

1-3 : Slow Glow Lighter : Slow motion camera - Stretched

Fig 7.

I shot a four-second long video with the slow-motion
camera. Because the footage was recorded in slow motion,
each recording stretched to a seven-minute long video.
The majority of the footage shows my gesture of trying to
light a match or lighter rather than the actual flame. The
first two minutes of the video shows a black scene, which
was my finger slowly approaching the materials. Three to
five seconds of the spark continue, and the flame was recorded from its beginning until the flame reaches its highest
point. I lit 57 matches, and used the lighter 38 times. Each
action happened over a few seconds but the total of 95
pieces of raw footage were more than an hour long.
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While reviewing the footage, the sense of time was distorted. Viewing sparks in such an extended duration
disoriented my sense of body. I felt I was moving at such
a slow tempo, not matching up with the tempo of my
surroundings. I saw the movement inside the frame, the
gesture of my body from outside of the border, and both
with the frame in the middle, at once.
The frame is an institutional apparatus, since it focuses
on a specific object or part. In my opinion, when someone with intention manipulates an environment to affect
the object inside, it is very close to being an institutional
mode. Methodology, or the device used for the purpose
of influence, becomes an institutional apparatus. Mostly,
the decision is coming from the subject who is framing.
This frame is suggesting what we should see and how to
look. Moreover, there are qualities intrinsic to
the frame which distinguish inner content from outside
reality. Sometimes it is similar to a scaffold supporting
our vision to see better, by rescaling the object and in
other cases, it is close to blinders, which keep racehorses focused on what is in front. When we experience of
an isolated view of zooming in and zooming out, or of a
speed up timeline or stretched one, reinforces our awareness of a physical border.
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Chapter 1-3

This aspect of the frame reminds me of how
culture shapes individuals. Both draw invisible
lines we should not cross. Although there are not
many physical forces forbidding our body from
free will, they effectively constrain us to meet their
expectation. However, unlike culture, due to the
mobility of the camera and its frame, our behaviors
are different depending on whether or not we are
in the frame. Both culture and institutional frames
control the behavior of individuals.

However, while culture is inherited in an individual’s identity, frames are applied to it and each
frame generates a particular sub-identity. Therefore, I can say in the contemporary era, there are
numbers of identities that only exist within the
frame, corresponding to the numbers of frames.

1-3 : Slow Glow Lighter : Slow motion camera - Stretched

Moreover, the mobility of the frame exaggerates
the contrast between the view within the frame
compared to the outside. This is especially apparent when the body of the camera is revealed,
like traffic cameras; it shows the intention of the
author who is recording, and effectively controls
the behavior of the subject. In this way, a frame
creates a new temporal identity existing within the
border, which is manipulated to fit expectations
and regulations. For example, when I am in the
frame of a traffic camera, I become a good driver
following the regulation. However, after passing by
it, my identity shifts and I get ready for the speed.
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The work Slow Glow Lighter started from this
perspective. The three-minute long video shows
three lighters lighting up slowly in a sequence.
While the frame of single-channel video stretches
four seconds into three minutes, the narrative describing the confusion of my relationship between
mother and mother-in-law is shown as a subtitle.
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Fig 8.

Slow Glow Lighter, 2017
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The works made in different timelines, which
could be either compressed or stretched, were
creating tension between manipulated speed and
real-time. While reviewing, recorded footages
were shown on the camera’s LCD screen, placed
in the studio. The monitor was smaller than my
hand, so I was able to view both the studio and
the screen at once. There were people walking
by the area or lights coming through the window
from headlights of the cars passing by. Everything
was real-time, except for the inside of the
camera’s LCD screen. This was highlighting the
border of the frame, which was distinguishing
paralleled realities. The border was revealed, and
also it could move around; I was able to understand how the speed of the time was manipulated.
However, if there was no visible border or can be
it was fixed, it might be hard to tell which part is
manipulated or can be considered as an inserted
frame. The physicality and mobility of the frame
edge: these attributes of digital devices directly
affect to a perspective of how we view the world.
Different from cultural or social values, which train
our thoughts, digital representations show not
only a manipulated landscape inside its frame but
also its body of apparatus. These representing
devices are expanding our perception, exploring
things beyond human’s sense, and also allows
us to see how an apparatus operates when they
manipulate reality.

1-3 : Slow Glow Lighter : Slow motion camera - Stretched

Chapter 1-3
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2-1 : A way to possess a unit of the sea		
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2-2 : Surveillance camera self - reflecting		

2-3 : Moon grid

Chapter 2

A grid is a type of framework which we
could apply to the area represented in
virtual ways. Maps, computer graphic
environments, GPS systems, reflections,
simulations or reconstructions of reality,
they acquire appearance distinct from
the original form. They are clearer, generated based on the data which allows a
user to replicate environments similar to
the original. Therefore, Google Maps, 3D
models with wireframes and car navigation
views we encounter are not representation
but are copied and pasted from the original, which also has its own originality.
This newly created originality is
formed in a different way than the
original. As a result, materiality and
physicality are transformed. In this
way, things that we are not able
to touch or grab become tangible
enough to store in both a physical
or digital way. By using this strategy,
we could possess things such as a
unit of the sea, a slice of wind, or
a partial amount of gravity from a
slice of the moon.

My hometown where I lived for my entire life is
6,846 miles or 11,017 kilometers away from my
current location, in Rhode Island. This trip is not
available by car or train, neither by walking nor
cycling. I need to fly. Average travel time by flight
is 20 hours. The coordinate I depart from appears
as 41.8212016, the destination is 71.4041649.
More than half of the area I fly over is the sea.

2-1 : A way to possess a unit of the sea

Chapter 2-1

Fig 9.
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Captured image from Google Maps

Chapter 2-1

2-1 : A way to possess a unit of the sea

I usually take two stops during my one-way trip
to Korea. I usually layover somewhere in the
States, but sometimes I take a stop in China or
Japan. On my way back home felt as if I was
floating around. Apparently, most of my trip was
taking a path flying upon the sea. So it was hard
to realize where exactly I was whenever I navigated my
location from the flight information map on the
passenger cabin monitor. I felt like I am existing
in “nowhere”. However, because I am nowhere
for that long period of time, I needed to figure
out where nowhere is.

Fig 10.

ASCII table
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2-1 : A way to possess a unit of the sea

I disassembled the word Nowhere into its component alphabets, of N/O/W/H/E/R/E. N and
the first E remained the same, O/H/W/R/E was
transformed into corresponding numbers according to ASCII table. I applied a grid layer on
the top of the map. The location of nowhere
N”79.8772 E”72.69 became a unit of the sea,
which was countable. But still, this area was flat.
In order to apply three-dimensional physicality,
I cut out and folded the unit of the pinpoint area.
Depth was applied to the surface with z-axis
thus occupying space.

Fig 11.

N”79.8772 E”72.69
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Fig 12.

Map with grid and paper folding plan
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Chapter 2-1

Fig 13.

The Unit of the Sea - Nowhere, 2018
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Chapter 2-2

2-2 : Surveillance camera self-reflecting

Three years ago, I lived near my undergrad school
in Korea. My home at that time was located on a
hill, at the edge of the town area which was facing a cement wall made from cutting out a part of
a mountain. The area was surrounded by rocks,
trees, and steep cement walls. I lived on the first
floor of the building, and the parking lot was right
next to my room. The area was dark mostly and
sunlight was blocked from coming in.
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While staying there, I had this frightening experience of an anonymous visitor knocking on my
door regularly at night. Every Wednesday around
midnight or even later, he was asking me to open
the door and pay a maintenance fee. However,
the building I stayed in did not cost that fee so I
ended up installing a personal surveillance camera in front of the door and watching it. I spent
lots of time viewing the recordings or live broadcasting videos but nothing happened, and,
nothing was solved. Instead, after some spiders
built their spider webs in front of the camera, I
found myself continuously watching what they
were doing. During the night, due to the camera’s
night shift function, only the spider and spider
web were visible inside the frame. The camera
was not functioning as a surveillance camera anymore, new surveillance lost its an initial purpose
of vision or gaze.

45

Despite not being a surveillance camera
anymore, it was showing other things within its
frame. Things I was not aware of before or never
considered to look at appeared in the scene.
Bugs, a thread of the spider web, and dust.

2-2 : Surveillance camera self-reflecting

Chapter 2-2

Fig 14.
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Still Image from recorded footage, 2015

Chapter 2-2

Fig 15.

10:28 AM (left) - 06:24 AM (right), live broadcasted view from Korea, 2018
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Chapter 2-2

The work Eyes started from this perspective.
By making the camera watch itself, it loses the
meaning of surveillance. The object of surveillance failed to view the subject and ended up
looking at its own reflection. This creates a looping gaze which questions the notion of private
and public, surveillance and control. By reversing
the subject and object of surveillance, this looping gaze challenges and blurs the border between
reality and representation.

2-2 : Surveillance camera self-reflecting

This surveillance camera is placed in front of the
window of my home shows the reflection of its
own body at night. A transition between day and
night triggered the night shift mode of the camera
and showed the reflected view from the windows.
This unfolded landscape was capturing and viewing things invisible under daylight, including the
body of the camera itself inside the screen.
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Chapter 2-2

Fig 16.

Eyes, 2018
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Chapter 2-3

2-3 : Moon Grid : to own the gravity

There is a girl living in the edge. I was not aware that she lived in there,
but I realized her existence when I saw her through the mirror. 		
The area she belongs in is not possible for me to see in real life. The
edge of the line, the edge of the paper, the edge of the camera frame,
each edge of quads in a grid, an edge of the border between sunset and
sunrise: she is in any kind of edge that was an end as well as a start.
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I first saw her when I put a mirror along lines I drew on paper. The line
was drawn near the edge of the paper and when I put the mirror stand
against the line, a reflection of the paper was expanded inside the
mirror. There I first met her.
There is no gravity in the area where she lives. The lack of gravity
reversed the way of the sun rising and sunsetting. The angle of horizon
depends on the line of the edge. Daytime is as long as sunrise from
the horizon until the sunset going beyond the edge of the reflection.
Another result of no gravity was that people kept part of the moon inside their house. They divided the moon according to a grid into mostly
equal sized to pieces. They then created groupings of a pieces so each
grouping had identical amount of gravity.
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Chapter 2-3

A top shallow layer of the moon resides within the girl’s living room.
Everyone can stand on the ground if there is someone who is floating
off the ground, it means that person does not belong to this society.
Where the girl lives, people have dominant religious beliefs about
coordinates. This comes from the fact that their existence was determined by an edge, which is also known as a line. Lines need a pair of
coordinates in order to exist and cannot exceed those coordinates.

2-3 : Moon Grid : to own the gravity

Based on the story, a slice of the moon which is
sitting in the girl’s living room is created with a 3D
printer. This slice was 3% of a full moon.

Fig 17.
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3% of Top layer of Moon (Blue area)

A Flower Cited From Far Away

Chapter 3

There are several flower gardens in Korea.
They appear as enjoyable public areas
through the lens of media. However,
underneath the ground that is covered
by a flower garden, is an area, which was
where people once protested. A strategy
was disguised as flowers, to keep people
away from the truth. And media became
a platform with a specific goal, since the
media reported with the frame only showing
the flower gardens which seem like nice
public areas. According to the web search
engine and comments below, the public
viewed this framed garden, and thought it
was new enjoyable area.
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A Flower Cited From Far Away

When I first saw this garden in front of the city
hall, the area was so messy. Sand from the
garden was scattered around and a manila
rope which looked out of place was obviously
there to construct a quick outline of the garden.
Flowers coming from random locations were
transported and planted. The way flowers were
planted and arranged in the area was also random.

Fig 18.

What I mean is, it was not even beautiful at all.
For sure, it was quickly losing the aspect of appreciation. As far as my research shows, there
were nine gardens constructed intentionally to
cover civil demonstration. I saw one located
in front of the city hall in real life. Gardens were
blocking people from stepping in, fundamentally closing off the possibility to approach,
which means to protest again. At first glance, it
was hard to understand what was happening
there, so I just left and did not think about it
more. However, the garden was on my way to
the high school where I graduated from, and
so I had to encounter it several times when I
was visiting the school. What triggered me to
look more into the garden was when I saw
police officers were guarding the area.

Image from ‘OhmyNews’ 1
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Fig 19.

Image from ‘OhmyNews’

2

A Flower Cited From Far Away

Chapter 3
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Fig 20.

Image from ‘OhmyNews’

3

Now, apparently, I could not appreciate or even see the
garden. When I searched about it I then figured out that
before there was a protest against a motor vehicle company which had recently fired a massive amount of workers due to the company’s financial situation. The reason
this company had to fire so many people at once was
complicated. However, the most impressive part was
that the government decided to construct the garden to
remove a group memorial altar, which was in front of the
city hall. To be honest, I understood why the government
did not like it. The altar was made in the middle of a public area, in front of traditional architecture where many
tourists visits and also nearby the city hall. It is likely
they were concerned about public impression. But the
fact that the garden appeared in such a poor aesthetic
with police guards: it was hard to ignore a feeling of the
uncanny. Instead of covering it up, it was more a kind of
shouting out that something was going on here.
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Living in a logical or reasonable way does
not guarantee happiness in our life. I looked
through the documents and reports about the
garden, it was hard to tell which part which was
processed illegally or was certainly wrong. In
addition, there was no line saying the purpose
of the garden was to cover the area to prevent
the protest from happening again. Instead, it
was made for the public. The attempt to connect actual space with the issue seemed inadequate. There was no evidence to support my
feeling of awkwardness. However, there was no
doubt the garden was losing the function of appreciation or public good since there were police officers guarding it. Furthermore, it was too
scruffy to hide the memorial altar underneath.

Laws, academies, theories, philosophies, human histories had developed over millennia to
achieve equality and dignity of workers and
laborers as a human being, but those attempts
often times fail under the principle of rationale.
Even in the case of the garden, it took seven years
to get the final result from the court. During
the case, there were several times the court’s
decision turned over. I saw how the structure of
human logic which underlines the foundation of
society as fragile.

A Flower Cited From Far Away

Under capitalism, individuals are forced to
position themselves as one of the following:
those who own the capital as private property
as workers who must work for wages or someone limited to own their private property who
can earn from their own work on their land. This
classification necessarily involves the way how
capital structures the world and creates a hierarchy of it. That could be logical or reasonable
but it still is not clear whether it is appropriate
to apply the same principle topeople’s lives.
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Ideologies, beliefs, principles changed constantly in history, giving the impression that
nothing could be absolute. Some of the values
we lost during the transformation of the society,
and what remains are the things produced by
the current world. What interests me the most
is this: how did the government decide on the
flower as an object to cover the protest?
‘A Flower Cited From Far Away’, intends to
uncover the symbol which inhabits shifted
meaning from political context and influences
the perception of the world. Specifically, I investigated the nine cases in Korea which used
the flower as a symbolic strategy. Approaching
this topic from an artistic perspective, the project
suggests gestures to dismantle certain symbols,
and therefore, attempts to find where flowers
were cited from, which is far away from its origin.
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The public garden in front of Deoksugung
Palace was made in 2013. According to the
document of the plan for the construction of the
garden, it was approved by the city government
at 5 am in the morning and the construction was
processed and finished in a day. The location
was in the middle of pedestrian passage where a
yearlong protest against vehicle company was
going on. The people protesting were dragged
out and immediately the garden was made. If
I search this garden on the internet, the article
with the headline ‘The flower garden welcoming
the public to enjoy Korea’s traditional palace’
is what first appears. The strategy used in this
situation — occupying the area with a cited
object or image, which in this case is a flower,
I used again as a methodology of my own
installation to fill the space with the installation
which is emitting a pixel stretched.

A Flower Cited From Far Away
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A Blue, 2018

This practice started to test the way how a cited
image, which is a blue pixel from the sea area of
the Google Maps, can be stretched by a digital
process and displayed on the monitor’s surface
without giving any legible information. This structure
operates internally by communicating among six
monitors which are connected and attempt to occupy
the space by ‘working as monitors’.

A Flower Cited From Far Away
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Fig 22.

A Blue, 2018

Fig 23.

A Blue, 2018

Conclusion

When I first started to use digital devices as my materials to continue my art practices, I considered myself building my own recipe for
my work. I searched ingredients I can use and saw which kind of
flavors I like so I can try some recipes, which already exist or already made by others, and then taste it. This was similar to the way
I adjust my perspective in relation to digital media: Digital media, I
define this term to include devices around our life and culture generated on the foundation digital representation. I researched and
watched contents appear on the surface of the digital mechanism
surrounding me, and digested to understand it and get a conclusion from what they represent. While I observe how the world and
people’s lives interact and engage with digital culture, I found several interesting phenomena.
I saw the digital device as a cultural apparatus which has mobility,
a sub-identity generated inside a frame, and a strategy disguised
as aesthetic. These are an experience I gathered during observation. By processing these ideas through my personal artistic practices, I attempt to understand the world I live in more clearly, which
also was an endeavor to construct my own artistic language.
At the beginning, I had this model of my own to process the world.
Works and practices I do and I did continuously feedback to the
structure of the model. I hope this process will help me to stand
and understand the world and my life better.
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